Lady Midnight
Chapters 18-20
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Emma hates being called this
Sterling tries to steal this from Emma
Belinda shoots out the car ____
Diego has been waiting for Jamie to go here so that he could talk to
Cristina
14 Julian has his ﬁrst ____
16 Emma threatens to turn Diego’s ______ into Christmas tree
decorations
17 Emma tells the bartender she is from the department of ______
20 Sterling drives this type of car
22 Emma thinks ‘I love you more than ______’
23 Jesse Blackthorn had this color of eyes
24 This room in the house has portraits of past Blackthorns
26 Malcolm said he was going to burn the Followers and use the ashes
to stuﬀ this
27 Emma’s nickname for Cristina
28 Emma breaks through a window at a bar and lands on a crate of
these bottles
29 Julian called Malcolm because he couldn't call the _____
31 The name of the witch Sterling killed
34 Mark and Helen’s mother
36 Nobody calls Emma this and keeps their kneecaps
39 Cristina had left Diego when he was on summer leave from here
40 When Arthur came to the Institute to take care of the kids, it was
only his ____ time there
41 Sterling kills the witch with ____ hair
42 Malcolm sets this on ﬁre to scare the Followers
44 Rhymes, in Faerie, often encode a ______
45 Madness is a faerie punishment, Shadowhunters call it this

47

48

46 Julian was shot with the bolt because the shooter couldn’t
recognize him as this
48 Emma hates/fears this
DOWN
1 Sterling says he doesn't want to die on this highway
2 This person had told Diego to go away from the institute
3 ‘Being ______ in love with your parabatai isn't illegal’
4 Cristina kissed Diego the ﬁrst time in the Institute _____
6 Diego has this rune across his right shoulder blade
10 Mark oﬀers to draw this for Emma
11 Emma ﬁnds out that this person had shot Julian before with the
crossbow bolt
12 Malcolm had said it was this type of spell
13 Cristina had lied and said her ______ was sick
15 ‘_______ are nothing’ - Cristina
18 Sterling killed the __th victim
19 Cristina stops a crossbow bolt her ______ knife
20 Cristina was suppose to be parabatai with this person
21 Diego stops a bullet with this
25 This group surrounds the institute
27 Diana has spent her travel year in this country
30 Jamie never ______ Cristina after she left
32 Diego had talked to this person to get his information
33 The ﬁrst person to get picked by the Lottery
35 Belinda was missing this
37 The bartender’s name
38 The law does not forbid sex, but it forbids this
43 Julian bites his nails to the ___
47 This was a quality that the Angel expected Shadowhunters to have

